Abstract. Regular string-to-string functions enjoy a nice triple characterization through deterministic two-way transducers (2DFT), streaming string transducers (SST) and MSO definable functions. This result has recently been lifted to FO definable functions, with equivalent representations by means of aperiodic 2DFT and aperiodic 1-bounded SST, extending a well-known result on regular languages. In this paper, we give three direct transformations: i) from 1-bounded SST to 2DFT, ii) from 2DFT to copyless SST, and iii) from k-bounded to 1-bounded SST. We give the complexity of each construction and also prove that they preserve the aperiodicity of transducers. As corollaries, we obtain that FO definable string-to-string functions are equivalent to SST whose transition monoid is finite and aperiodic, and to aperiodic copyless SST.
Introduction
The theory of regular languages constitutes a cornerstone in theoretical computer science. Initially studied on languages of finite words, it has since been extended in numerous directions, including finite and infinite trees. Another natural extension is moving from languages to transductions. We are interested in this work in string-to-string transductions, and more precisely in string-to-string functions. One of the strengths of the class of regular languages is their equivalent presentation by means of automata, logic, algebra and regular expressions. The class of so-called regular string functions enjoys a similar multiple presentation. It can indeed be alternatively defined using deterministic two-way finite state transducers (2DFT), using Monadic Second-Order graph transductions interpreted on strings (MSOT) [8] , and using the model of streaming string transducers (SST) [1] . More precisely, regular string functions are equivalent to different classes of SST, namely copyless SST [1] and k-bounded SST, for every positive integer k [3] . Different papers [8, 1, 3, 2] have proposed transformations between 2DFT, MSOT and SST, summarized on Figure 1 .
The connection between automata and logic, which has been very fruitful for model-checking for instance, also needs to be investigated in the framework of transductions. As it has been done for regular languages, an important objective is then to provide similar logic-automata connections for subclasses of regular functions, providing decidability results for these subclasses. As an illustration, (aperiodic) copyless SST (aperiodic) k-b. SST [1, 3] [3]
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[4] ⊆ ⊆ Fig. 1 : Summary of transformations between equivalent models. k-b. stands for kbounded. Plain (resp. dotted) arrows concern regular models (resp. bracketed models). Original constructions presented in this paper are depicted by thick dashed arrows and are valid for both regular and aperiodic versions of the models.
the class of rational functions (accepted by one-way finite state transducers) owns a simple characterization in terms of logic, as shown in [9] . The corresponding logical fragment is called order-preserving MSOT. The decidability of the one-way definability of a two-way transducer proved in [10] thus yields the decidability of this fragment inside the class of MSOT.
The first-order logic considered with order predicate constitutes an important fragment of the monadic second order logic. It is well known that languages definable using this logic are equivalent to those recognized by finite state automata whose transition monoid is aperiodic (as well as other models such as star-free regular expressions). These positive results have motivated the study of similar connections between first-order definable string transformations (FOT) and restrictions of state-based transducers models. Two recent works provide such characterizations for 1-bounded SST and 2DFT respectively [11, 4] . To this end, the authors study a notion of transition monoid for these transducers, and prove that FOT is expressively equivalent to transducers whose transition monoid is aperiodic by providing back and forth transformations between FOT and 1-bounded aperiodic SST (resp. aperiodic 2DFT). In particular, [11] lets as an open problem whether FOT is also equivalent to aperiodic copyless SST and to aperiodic k-bounded SST, for every positive integer k. It is also worth noticing that these characterizations of FOT, unlike the case of languages, do not allow to decide the class FOT inside the class MSOT. Indeed, while decidability for languages relies on the syntactic congruence of the language, no such canonical object exists for the class of regular string transductions.
In this work, we aim at improving our understanding of the relationships between 2DFT and SST. We first provide an original transformation from 1-bounded (or copyless) SST to 2DFT, and study its complexity. While the existing construction used MSO transformations as an intermediate formalism, resulting in a non-elementary complexity, our construction is in double exponential time, and in single exponential time if the input SST is copyless. Conversely, we describe a direct construction from 2DFT to copyless SST, which is similar to that of [1] , but avoids the use of an intermediate model. These constructions also allow to establish links between the crossing degree of a 2DFT, and the number of variables of an equivalent copyless (resp. 1-bounded) SST, and conversely. Last, we provide a direct construction from k-bounded SST to 1-bounded SST, while the existing one was using copyless SST as a target model and not 1-bounded SST [3] . These constructions are represented by thick dashed arrows on Figure 1 .
In order to lift these constructions to aperiodic transducers, we introduce a new transition monoid for SST, which is intuitively more precise than the existing one (more formally, the existing one divides the one we introduce). We use this new monoid to prove that the three constructions we have considered above preserve the aperiodicity of the transducer. As a corollary, this implies that FOT is equivalent to both aperiodic copyless and k-bounded SST, for every integer k, two results that were stated as conjectures in [11] (see Figure 1 ). It is accepting if p 1 = q 0 , i 1 = 0, and m is the only index where both i m = n + 1 and p m ∈ F . The language of a 2DFA A, denoted by L(A), is the set of words u such that there exists an accepting run of A on u. Transducers Deterministic two-way finite state transducers (2DFT) over A extend 2DFA with a one-way left-to-right output tape. They are defined as 2DFA except that the transition relation δ is extended with outputs:
is fired, the word v is appended to the right of the output tape.
A run of a 2DFT is a run of its underlying automaton, i.e. the 2DFA obtained by ignoring the output (called its underlying input automaton). A run ρ may be simultaneously a run on a word u and on a word u ′ = u. However, when the input word is given, there is a unique sequence of transitions associated with ρ. Given a 2DFT T , an input word u ∈ A * and a run ρ = (p 1 , i 1 ) . . . (p m , i m ) of T on u, the output of ρ on u is the word obtained by concatenating the outputs of the transitions followed by ρ. If ρ contains a single configuration, this output is simply ǫ. The transduction defined by T is the relation R(T ) defined as the set of pairs (u, v) ∈ A * × B * such that v is the output of an accepting run ρ on the word u. As T is deterministic, such a run is unique, thus R(T ) is a function. Streaming String Transducers Let X be a finite set of variables denoted by X, Y, . . . and B be a finite alphabet. A substitution σ is defined as a mapping σ : X → (B ∪ X ) * . Let S X ,B be the set of all substitutions. Any substitution σ can be extended toσ : (B ∪ X ) * → (B ∪ X ) * in a straightforward manner. The composition σ 1 σ 2 of two substitutions σ 1 and σ 2 is defined as the standard function compositionσ 1 σ 2 , i.e.σ 1 σ 2 (X) =σ 1 (σ 2 (X)) for all X ∈ X . We say that a string u ∈ (B ∪ X ) * is k-linear if each X ∈ X occurs at most k times in u. A substitution σ is k-linear if σ(X) is k-linear for all X. It is copyless if for any variable X, there exists at most one variable Y such that X occurs in σ(Y ), and X occurs at most once in σ(Y ).
A streaming string transducer (SST) is a tuple T = (A, B, Q, q 0 , Q f , δ, X , ρ, F ) where (Q, q 0 , Q f , δ) is a one-way automaton, A and B are finite sets of input and output alphabets respectively, X is a finite set of variables, ρ : δ → S X ,B is a variable update and
* is the output function.
Example 1.
As an example, let f : {a, b} * → {a, b} * be the function mapping any word u = a k0 ba k1 · · · ba kn to the word f (u) = a k0 b k0 a k1 b k1 · · · a kn b kn obtained by adding after each block of consecutive a a block of consecutive b of the same length. Since each word u over A can be uniquely written u = a k0 ba k1 · · · ba kn with some k i being possibly equal to 0, the function f is well defined. We give in Figure 2 a 2DFT and an SST that realize f .
The concept of a run of an SST is defined in an analogous manner to that of a finite state automaton. The sequence σ r,i 0 i |r| of substitutions induced by a run r = q 0 a1 − → q 1 a2 − → q 2 . . . q n−1 an − − → q n is defined inductively as the following: σ r,i =σ r,i−1 ρ(q i−1 , a i ) for 1 < i |r| and σ r,1 = ρ(q 0 , a 1 ). We denote σ r,|r| by σ r and say that σ r is induced by r.
If r is accepting, i.e. q n ∈ Q f , we can extend the output function F to r by F (r) = σ ǫ σ r F (q n ), where σ ǫ substitutes all variables by their initial value ǫ. For all words u ∈ A * , the output of u by T is defined only if there exists an accepting run r of T on u, and in that case the output is denoted by T (u) = F (r). The transformation R(T ) is then defined as the set of pairs (u, T (u)) ∈ A * × B * . An SST T is copyless if for every transition t ∈ δ, the variable update ρ(t) is copyless. Given an integer k ∈ N >0 , we say that T is k-bounded if all its runs induce k-linear substitutions. It is bounded if it is k-bounded for some k.
The following theorem gives the expressiveness equivalence of the models we consider. We do not give the definitions of MSO graph transductions as our results will only involve state-based transducers (see [9] for more details). -f is realized by an MSO graph transduction, -f is realized by a 2DFT, -f is realized by a copyless SST, -f is realized by a bounded SST.
Transition monoid of transducers
A (finite) monoid M is a (finite) set equipped with an associative internal law · M having a neutral element for this law. A morphism η : M → N between monoids is an application from M to N that preserves the internal laws, meaning that for all x and y in M , η(x · M y) = η(x) · N η(y). When the context is clear, we will write xy instead of x · M y. A monoid M divides a monoid N if there exists an onto morphism from a submonoid of N to M . A monoid M is said to be aperiodic if there exists a least integer n, called the aperiodicity index of M , such that for all elements x of M , we have x n = x n+1 . Given an alphabet A, the set of words A * is a monoid equipped with the concatenation law, having the empty word as neutral element. It is called the free monoid on A. A finite monoid M recognizes a language L of A * if there exists an onto morphism η :
It is well-known that the languages recognized by finite monoids are exactly the regular languages.
The monoid we construct from a machine is called its transition monoid. We are interested here in aperiodic machines, in the sense that a machine is aperiodic if its transition monoid is aperiodic. We now give the definition of the transition monoid for a 2DFT and an SST.
u p q
Deterministic Two-Way Finite State Transducers As in the case of automata, the transition monoid of a 2DFT T is the set of all possible behaviors of T on a word. The following definition comes from [4] , using ideas from [14] amongst others. As a word can be read in both ways, the possible runs are split into four relations over the set of states Q of T . Given an input word u, we define the left-to-left behavior bh ℓℓ (u) as the set of pairs (p, q) of states of T such that there exists a run over u starting on the first letter of u in state p and exiting u on the left in state q (see Figure on the right). We define in an analogous fashion the left-to-right, right-to-left and right-to-right behaviors denoted respectively bh ℓr (u), bh rℓ (u) and bh rr (u). Then the transition monoid of a 2DFT is defined as follows:
Let T = (Q, A, δ, q 0 , F ) be a 2DFT. The transition monoid of T is A * /∼ T where ∼ T is the conjunction of the four relations ∼ ll , ∼ lr , ∼ rl and ∼ rr defined for any words u, u ′ of A * as follows: u ∼ xy u ′ iff bh xy (u) = bh xy (u ′ ), for x, y ∈ {ℓ, r}. The neutral element of this monoid is the class of the empty word ǫ, whose behaviors bh xy (ǫ) is the identity function if x = y, and is the empty relation otherwise.
Note that since the set of states of T is finite, each behavior relation is of finite index and consequently the transition monoid of T is also finite. Let us also remark that the transition monoid of T does not depend on the output and is in fact the transition monoid of the underlying 2DFA. Streaming String Transducers A notion of transition monoid for SST was defined in [11] . We give here its formal definition and refer to [11] for advanced considerations. In order to describe the behaviors of an SST, this monoid describes the possible flows of variables along a run. Since we give later an alternative definition of transition monoid for SST, we will call it the flow transition monoid (FTM).
Let T be an SST with states Q and variables X . The flow transition monoid M T of T is a set of square matrices over the integers enriched with a new absorbent element ⊥. The matrices are indexed by elements of Q × X . Given an input word u, the image of u in M T is the matrix m such that for all states p, q and all variables
if, and only if, there exists a run r of T over u from state p to state q, and X occurs n times in σ r (Y ) (resp. iff there is no run of T over u from state p to state q).
Note that if T is k-bounded, then for all word w, all the coefficients of its image in M T are bounded by k. The converse also holds. Then M T is finite if, and only if, T is k-bounded, for some k.
It can be checked that the machines given in Example 1 are aperiodic. Theorem 1 extends to aperiodic subclasses and to first-order logic, as in the case of regular languages [13, 12] . These results as well as our contributions to these models are summed up in Figure 1 . -f is realized by a FO graph transduction, -f is realized by an aperiodic 2DFT, -f is realized by an aperiodic 1-bounded SST.
Substitution Transition Monoid
In this section, we give an alternative take on the definition of the transition monoid of an SST, and show that both notions coincide on aperiodicity and boundedness. The intuition for this monoid, that we call the substitution transition monoid, is for the elements to take into account not only the multiplicity of the output of each variable in a given run, but also the order in which they appear in the output. It can be seen as an enrichment of the classic view of transition monoids as the set of functions over states equipped with the law of composition. Given a substitution σ ∈ S X ,B , let us denoteσ the projection of σ on the set X , i.e. we forget the parts from B. The substitutionsσ are homomorphisms of X * which form an (infinite) monoid. Note that in the case of a 1-bounded SST, each variable occurs at most once inσ(Y ).
Substitution Transition Monoid of an SST. Let T be an SST with states Q and variables X . The substitution transition monoid (STM) of T , denoted M σ T , is a set of partial functions f : Q ⇀ Q × S X ,∅ . Given an input word u, the image of u in M σ T is the function f u such that for all states p, f u (p) = (q,σ r ) if, and only if, there exists a run r of T over u from state p to state q that induces the substitutionσ r . This set forms a monoid when equipped with the following composition law: Given two functions
. We now make a few remarks about this monoid. Let us first observe that the FTM of T can be recovered from its STM. Indeed, the matrix m associated with a word u in M T is easily deduced from the function f u in M σ T . This observation induces an onto morphism from M σ T to M T , and consequently the FTM of an SST divides its STM. This proves that if the STM is aperiodic, then so is the FTM since aperiodicity is preserved by division of monoids. Similarly, copyless and k-bounded SST (given k ∈ N >0 ) are characterized by means of their STM. This transition monoid can be separated into two main components: the first one being the transition monoid of the underlying deterministic one-way automaton, which can be seen as a set of functions Q → Q, while the second one is the monoid S X of homomorphisms on X , equipped with the composition. The aware reader could notice that the STM can be written as the wreath product of the transformation semigroup (X * , S X ) by (Q, Q Q ). However, as the monoid of substitution is obtained through the closure under composition of the homomorphisms of a given SST, it may be infinite.
The next theorem proves that aperiodicity for both notions coincide, since the converse comes from the division of STM by FTM.
Theorem 3. Let T be a k-bounded SST with ℓ variables. If its FTM is aperiodic with aperiodicity index n then its STM is aperiodic with aperiodicity index at most n + (k + 1)ℓ. 
From 1-bounded SST to 2DFT
The existing transformation of a 1-bounded (or even copyless) SST into an equivalent 2DFT goes through MSO transductions, yielding a non-elementary complexity. We present here an original construction whose complexity is elementary.
Theorem 4. Let T be a 1-bounded SST with n states and m variables. Then we can effectively construct a deterministic 2-way transducer that realizes the same function. If T is 1-bounded (resp. copyless), then the 2DFT has O(m2
Proof. We define the 2DFT as the composition of a left-to-right sequential transducer, a right-to-left sequential transducer and a 2-way transducer. Remark that this proves the result as two-way transducers are closed under composition with sequential ones [5] .
The left-to-right sequential transducer does a single pass on the input word and outputs the same word enriched with the transition used by the SST in the previous step. The right-to-left transducer uses this information to enrich each position of the input word with the set of useful variables, i.e the variables that flow to an output variable according to the partial run on the suffix read. The two sequential transducers are quite standard. They realize length-preserving functions that simply enrich the input word with new information. The last transducer is more interesting: it uses the enriched information to follow the output structure of T . The output structure of a run is a labeled and directed graph such that, for each variable X useful at a position j, we have two nodes X j i and X j o linked by a path whose concatenated labels form the value stored in X at position j of the run (see [11] and Figure 3) .
The transition function of the two-way transducer is described in Figure 4 . It first reaches the end of the word and picks the first variable to output. It then rewinds the run using the information stored by the first sequential transducer, producing the said variable using the local update function. When it has finished u :
The third transducer follows the output structure. States indexed by i correspond to the beginning of a variable, while states indexed by o correspond the end. σ (resp. σ ′ ) stand for the substitution at position a (resp. a ′ ).
to compute and produce a variable X, it switches to the following one using the information of the second transducer to know which variable Y X is flowing to, and starts producing it. Note that such a Y is unique thanks to the 1-boundedness property. If T is copyless, then this information is local and the second transducer can be bypassed. Regarding complexity, a careful analysis of the composition of a one-way transducer of size n with a two-way transducer of size m from [6, 4] shows that this can be done by a two-way transducer of size O(mn n ). Then given a 1-bounded SST with n states and m variables, we can construct a deterministic two-way transducer of size O(m2 m2 m n n ). If T is copyless, the second sequential transducer is omitted, resulting in a size of O(mn n ).
Theorem 5. Let T be an aperiodic 1-bounded SST. Then the equivalent 2DFT constructed using Theorem 4 is also aperiodic.
Proof. The aperiodicity of the three transducers gives the result as aperiodicity is preserved by composition of a one-way by a two-way [4] . The aperiodicity of the two sequential transducers is straightforward since their runs depend respectively on the underlying automaton and the update function. The aperiodicity of the 2DFT comes from the fact that since it follows the output structure of the SST, its partial runs are induced by the flow of variables and their order in the substitutions, which is an information contained in the FTM and thus aperiodic thanks to Theorem 3.
5 From 2DFT to copyless SST
In [1] , the authors give a procedure to construct a copyless SST from a 2DFT. This procedure uses the intermediate model of heap based transducers. We give here a direct construction with similar complexity. This simplified presentation allows us tu prove that the construction preserves the aperiodicity.
Theorem 6. Let T be a 2DFT with n states. Then we can effectively construct a copyless SST with O((2n) 2n ) states and 2n − 1 variables that computes the same function. Proof. (Sketch of) The main idea is for the constructed SST to keep track of the right-to-right behavior of the prefix read until the current position, similarly to the construction of Shepherdson [14] . This information can be updated upon reading a new letter, constructing a one-way machine recognizing the same input language. The idea from [3] is to have one variable per possible right-to-right run, which is bounded by the number of states. However, since two right-toright runs from different starting states can merge, this construction results in a 1-bounded SST. To obtain copylessness, we keep track of these merges and the order in which they appear. Different variables are used to store the production of each run before the merge, and one more variable stores the production after.
The states of the copyless SST are represented by sets of labeled trees having the states of the input 2DFT as leaves. Each inner vertex represents one merging, and two leaves have a common ancestor if the right-to-right runs from the corresponding states merge at some point. Each tree then models a set of right-to-right runs that all end in a same state. Note that it is necessary to also store the end state of these runs. For each vertex, we use one variable to store the production of the partial run corresponding to the outgoing edge.
Given such a state and an input letter, the transition function can be defined by adding to the set of trees the local transitions at the given letter, and then reducing the resulting graph in a proper way (see Figure 5) .
Finally, as merges occur upon two disjoint sets of states of the 2DFT (initially singletons), the number of merges, and consequently the number of inner vertices of our states, is bounded by n − 1. Therefore, an input 2DFT with n states can be realized by an SST having 2n − 1 variables. Finally, as states are labeled graphs, Cayley's formula yields an exponential bound on the number of states.
Moreover, this construction preserves aperiodicity: Theorem 7. Let T be an aperiodic 2DFT. Then the equivalent SST constructed using Theorem 6 is also aperiodic.
Proof. If the input 2DFT is aperiodic of index n, then for any word w, w n and w n+1 merge the same partial runs for the four kinds of behaviors, by definition, and in fact the merges appear in the same order. As explained earlier, the state q 1 (resp. q 2 ) reached by the constructed SST over the inputs uw n (resp. uw n+1 ) represents the merges of the right-to-right runs of T over uw n (resp. uw n+1 ).
Since these runs can be decomposed in right-to right runs over u and partial runs over w n and w n+1 , the merge equivalence between w n and w n+1 implies that q 1 = q 2 . Moreover, since variables are linked to these merges, the aperiodicity of the merge equivalence implies the aperiodicity of both the underlying automaton and the substitution function of the SST, concluding the proof.
As a corollary, we obtain that the class of aperiodic copyless SST is expressively equivalent to first-order definable string-to-string transductions. Corollary 1. Let f : A * → B * be a function over words. Then f is realized by a FO graph transduction iff it is realized by an aperiodic copyless SST.
From k-bounded to 1-bounded SST
The existing construction from k-bounded to 1-bounded, presented in [3] , builds a copyless SST. We present an alternative construction that, given a k-bounded SST, directly builds an equivalent 1-bounded SST. We will prove that this construction preserves aperiodicity. Proof. In order to move from a k-bounded SST to a 1-bounded SST, the natural idea is to use copies of each variable. However, we cannot maintain k copies of each variable all the time: suppose that X flows into Y and Z, which both occur in the final output. If we have k copies of X, we cannot produce in a 1-bounded way (and we do not need to) k copies of Y and k copies of Z. Now, if we have access to a look-ahead information, we can guess how many copies of each variable are needed, and we can easily construct a copyless SST by using exactly the right number of copies for each variable and at each step. The construction relies on this observation. We simulate a look-ahead through a subset construction, having copies of each variable for each possible behavior of the suffix. Then given a variable and the behavior of a suffix, we can maintain the exact number of variables needed and perform a copyless substitution to a potential suffix for the next step. However, since the SST is not necessarily co-deterministic, a given suffix can have multiple successors, and the result is that its variables flow to variables of different suffixes. As variables of different suffixes are never recombined, we obtain a 1-bounded SST.
Theorem 9. Let T be an aperiodic k-bounded SST. Then the equivalent 1-bounded SST constructed using Theorem 8 is also aperiodic.
As a corollary, we obtain that for the class of aperiodic bounded SST is expressively equivalent to first-order definable string-to-string transductions.
Corollary 2. Let f : A * → B * be a function over words. Then f is realized by a FO graph transduction iff it is realized by an aperiodic bounded SST (k ∈ N >0 ).
There is still one model equivalent to the generic machines whose aperiodic subclass elude our scope yet, namely the functional two-way transducers, which correspond to non-deterministic two-way transducers realizing a function. To complete the picture, a natural approach would then be to consider the constructions from [7] and prove that aperiodicity is preserved. One could also think of applying this approach to other varieties of monoids, such as the J -trivial monoids, equivalent to the boolean closure of existential first-order formulas BΣ 1 [<]. Unfortunately, the closure of such transducers under composition requires some strong properties on varieties (at least closure under semidirect product) which are not satisfied by varieties less expressive than the aperiodic. Consequently the construction from SST to 2DFT cannot be applied. On the other hand, the other construction could apply, providing one inclusion. Then an interesting question would be to know where the corresponding fragment of logic would position.
Substitution Transition Monoid
Theorem 3. Let T be a k-bounded SST with ℓ variables. If its FTM is aperiodic with aperiodicity index n then its STM is aperiodic with aperiodicity index at most n + (k + 1)ℓ.
Proof. Let T be a k-bounded SST.We define a loop as the run induced by a pair (q, u) ∈ Q × A * such that δ(q, u) = q. Suppose now that M T is aperiodic, and let n be its aperiodicity index. Wlog, we assume that the transition function of T is complete. This implies that for all states p of T , there exists a state q such that p
Then if the image in STM of the loops (i.e. the set of allσ such that there exists a loop (q, u) such that f u (q) = (q,σ)) are aperiodic with index m, then the STM is aperiodic with index at most n + m.
Consequently, in the following σ denotes the substitution of a loop of T , and we aim to prove thatσ (k+1)ℓ =σ (k+1)ℓ+1 . Before proving this though, we define the relation ⋖ ⊆ X × X as follows. Given two variables X and Y , we have X ⋖ Y if there exists a positive integer i such that X flows into Y in σ i . This relation is clearly transitive. The next lemma proves that it is also anti-symmetric, hence we can use this relation as an induction order to prove the result.
Lemma 1. Given two different variables X and Y
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume that there exist two different variables X and Y and two integers i and j such that X occurs in σ i (Y ) and Y occurs in σ j (X). Then for any k > 0, X occurs in σ k(i+j) (X) and Y occurs in σ k(i+j)+j (X). As T is aperiodic of index n, for k large enough it means that both X and Y occur in both σ n (X) and σ n (Y ). Then σ 2n (X) contains both σ n (X) and σ n (Y ) and thus contains at least two occurrences of X and Y . Then by aperiodicity we have σ 2n (X) = σ n (X) thus σ n (X) contains two occurrences of X. By iterating this process, we prove that the number of occurrences of X in σ n (X) is not bounded, yielding a contradiction.
We now prove that for all variables X in X ,σ (k+1)ℓ (X) =σ (k+1)ℓ+1 (X) by treating the following two cases:
-If X ∈ σ(X), then eitherσ(X) = X and thenσ 2 (X) =σ(X), or there exists Y = X such that Y ∈σ(X). In the latter case, we get by iteration that for all i > 0, |σ Theorem 4. Let T be a 1-bounded SST with n states and m variables. Then we can effectively construct a deterministic 2-way transducer that realizes the same function. If T is 1-bounded (resp. copyless), then the 2DFT has O(m2
Proof. Let T = (A, B, Q, q 0 , Q f , δ, X , ρ, F ) be a SST. Let us construct a two-way transducer A that realizes the same function. The transducer A will follow the output structure (see Figure 3 ) of T and construct the output as it appears in the structure. To make the proof easier to read, we define A as the composition of a left-to-right sequential transducer A ′ , a right-to-left sequential transducer A ′′ and a 2-way transducer B. Remark that this proves the result as two-way transducers are closed under composition with sequential ones. The transducer A ′ does a single pass on the input and enriches it with the transition used by T in the previous step. The second transducer uses this information, and enriches the input word with the set of variables corresponding to the variables that will be produced from this position. The last transducer is more interesting: it uses the enriched information to follow the output structure of T . The output structure of a run is a labeled and directed graph such that, for each variable X useful at a position j, we have two nodes X j i and X j o linked by a path whose concatenated labels form the value stored in X at position j of the run (see [11] and Figure 3) . The set of variables will be used to clear the non determinism due to the 1-bounded property. Note that in the case of a copyless SST, the transducer A ′′ can be omitted. We now explain how the several transducers behave on a given run r = q 0
, which enriches the input word with the transitions of the previous step, can be done easily with a 1-way transducer, which first stores the transition taken in its state, then outputs it along the current letter read. Given a letter a and a state q, we have the transitions (q, a) a|(a,q) − −−− → δ(q, a). We also have (q, ⊣) ⊣|(⊣,q) −−−−→ f . Then on the run r, if u = a 1 . . . a n , we get the output word
The transducer
, which enriches each letter of the input word with the variables effectively produced from this step, can be done easily with a right-to-left sequential transducer, which starts with the variables appearing in F (q n ). Given a letter (a, q) and a set S, we have S Then given an input word (a 1 , q 0 )(a 2 , q 1 ) . . . (⊣, q n ), we define S n = F (q n ), and q 1 , S 2 ) . . . (a n , q n−1 , S n )(⊣, q n , ∅). The aim of the third transducer B is to follow the output structure of T , which can be defined as follows: The output structure of a run is a labeled and directed graph such that, for each variable X useful at a position j, we have two nodes X j i and X j o linked by a path whose concatenated labels form the value stored in X at position j of the run. Formally, the output structure of a run q 0 u − → q n is the oriented graph over X × [1, |u|] × {i, o} whose edges are labeled by output and are of the form:
We furthermore restrict to the connected component corresponding to the actual output of the run. Now let B = (A × Q × 2 X , B, P, p 0 , µ, ν, {f }) be defined by:
-P = X × {i, o} ⊎ {p 0 , f } is the set of states. The transducer does a first leftto-right reading of the input in state p 0 . The subset X × {i, o} will then be used to follow the output structure while keeping track of which variable we are currently producing. The set {i, o} stands for in and out and corresponds to the similar notions in the output structure. Informally, in states will move to the left, while out states move to the right. The states p 0 and f are new states that are respectively initial and final.
The transition function µ : P ×A×Q×2 X → P ×{−1, 0, +1} and the production function ν : P ×A×Q×2 X → B * are detailed below. In the following, we consider that the transducer is in state p reading the triplet t = (a, q, S) or one of the endmarkers (see Figure 4 ).
-If p = p 0 and a =⊣, then we set µ(p 0 , t) = (p 0 , +1) and ν(p 0 , t) = ǫ.
-If p = p 0 and a =⊣, then if F (q) starts by uX with u ∈ B * and X ∈ X , then µ(p, t) = ((X, i), −1) and ν(p, t) = u.
-If p = (X, i), and t =⊢ then:
• either ρ(q, a)(X) = u ∈ B * and does not contain any variable, and we set µ(p, t) = ((X, o), +1) and ν(p, t) = u, • or ρ(q, a)(X) starts by uY with u ∈ B * and Y ∈ X , then µ(p, t) = ((Y, i), −1) and ν(p, t) = u.
-If p = (X, i), and t =⊢ then µ(p, t) = ((X, o), +1) and ν(p, t) = ǫ.
-If p = (X, o) and a =⊣, then let Y be the unique variable of S such that X appears in ρ(q, a)(Y ). Then we have:
• either ρ(q, a)(Y ) ends by Xu with u in B * and we set µ(p, t) = ((Y, o), +1) and ν(p, t) = u, • or ρ(q, a)(Y ) is of the form (B ∪ X ) * XuX ′ (B ∪ X ) * and we set µ(p, t) = ((X ′ , i), −1) and ν(p, t) = u.
Note that the unicity of such Y in S is due to the 1-boundedness property. If T is copyless, then this information is irrelevant and A ′′ can be bypassed.
either F (q) ends by Xu with u in B * and we set µ(p, t) = (f, +1) and ν(p, t) = u, or F (q) is of the form (B∪X ) * XuX ′ (B∪X ) * and we set µ(p, t) = ((X ′ , i), −1) and ν(p, t) = u.
Then we can conclude the proof as T = B • A ′′ • A ′ and 2-way transducers are closed by composition [5] .
Regarding complexity, a careful analysis of the composition of a one-way transducer of size m with a two-way transducer of size n from [6, 4] shows that this can be done by a two-way transducer of size O(nm m ). Then given a 1-bounded SST with n states and m variables, we can construct a deterministic two-way transducer of size
If T is copyless, the sequential right-to-left transducer can be omitted, and the resulting 2DFT is of size O(mn n ).
Proof. We prove separately the aperiodicity of the three transducers. Then the result comes from the fact that aperiodicity is preserved by composition of a one-way by a two-way [4] . First, consider the transducer A ′ . It is a one-way transducer that simply enriches the input word with transitions from T , each enrichment corresponding to the transition taken by T in the previous step. Then since T is aperiodic, so is its underlying automaton. Then the enrichment and thus A ′ are aperiodic. Secondly, given an input word, the transducer A ′′ stores at each position the set of variables that will be output by T . Now as T is aperiodic, the flow of variable is aperiodic. Thus the value taken by this set is aperiodic and so is A ′′ . Now, consider the transducer B and a run r of B over u n starting in state p. Note that the fact that there exists a run over an enriched input word v implies that it is well founded, meaning that it is the image of some word of A * by A ′′ • A ′ . If p is of the form (X, i), then the run starts from the right of u n and follows the substitution σ r (X). It exits u n either in state (X, o) on the right if σ r (X) is a word of B * , or in a state (Y, i) on the left where Y is the first variable appearing in σ r (X). In both cases the state at the end of the run only depends on the underlying automata of T and the order of variables appearing in the substitution induced by the run. Since the substitution transition monoid is aperiodic if T is aperiodic by Theorem 3, and then a similar run exists over of variable as well as the underlying automaton are aperiodic, a similar run exists over u n+1 . We conclude the proof by noticing that the same arguments will hold to reduce runs over u n+1 to runs over u n .
From 2DFT to copyless SST Theorem 6. Let T be a 2DFT with n states. Then we can effectively construct a copyless SST with O((2n) 2n ) states and 2n − 1 variables that computes the same function.
Let T = (A, B, Q, i, δ, γ, F ) be a 2DFT. Let us suppose that the transducer T starts to read its input from the end, and not from the beginning, i.e., given an input w, the initial configuration is (q 0 , |w| + 1). Moreover, let us suppose that for any transition (p, ⊢, q, m) of T , γ(p, ⊢, q, m) = ǫ. Note that any 2DFT can be transformed with ease into a transducer satisfying those two properties.
In order to reproduce the behavior of T with an SST T ′ , we need to keep track of the right-to-right runs of T . Moreover, as we want T ′ to be copyless, it is not possible to store the production of a right-to-right run into a single variable, since two different runs might share a common suffix, and require copy in order to update the corresponding variables. This leads us to modelize the right-toright runs of T with rooted forests whose vertices are included into 2 Q \ ∅. The idea is that, given two states q 1 , q 2 ∈ Q, a merging between the right-to-right runs starting from q 1 and q 2 can be represented by adding an edge from both {q 1 } and {q 2 } towards {q 1 , q 2 }. Formally, we use the set F Q of rooted forests G = (V, E) such that V is a subset of 2 Q \ ∅, and the following properties are satisfied.
-The roots of G are disjoint subsets of Q.
-For every vertex s, the sons of s are disjoint proper subsets of s.
Note that two graphs of F Q with same set of vertices are equal, hence each element of F Q is uniquely defined by its set of vertices. In order to also keep track of the target states of the right-to-right runs, the states of T ′ are pairs (G, φ), where G ∈ F Q , and φ is an injective function mapping each tree of G, corresponding to a set of merging runs, to an element of Q, corresponding to the target state of those runs. In the following definitions, for every vertex v of G we will usually denote by φ(s) the state φ(T s ), where T s is the tree containing the vertex s.
For every word w over the alphabetĀ = A ∪ {⊢, ⊣}, we now expose an inductive construction of a pair (G w , φ w ), where G w ∈ F Q and φ w maps the roots of G w to Q, that contains all the information concerning the right-to-right runs of T over the input w, and their mergings. Formally, for every state q ∈ Q that appears at least in one vertex of G w , let s q ∈ 2 Q be the vertex of G w of minimal size such that q ∈ s q . Then we want the following property to be satisfied.
Let G ǫ ∈ F Q be the graph on 0 vertex, and let φ ǫ : V → Q be the empty function. Note that P 1 is trivially satisfied for w = ǫ, as bh rr (ǫ) is empty, by definition. Now, let w ∈Ā * , let a ∈Ā, and suppose that (G w , φ w ) is defined such that P 1 is satisfied for w. Then (G wa , φ wa ) is built based on (G w , φ w ) in three steps. First, we build a graph G ′ wa by adding to G w edges corresponding to the function φ w . Second, we build a graph G ′′ wa by adding to G ′ wa the local transitions induced by the letter a. Finally, we reduce G ′′ wa into an element
where Q is a copy of the set Q, and
Q × Q |p ∈ Im(φ w )}. Since P 1 is satisfied for w by supposition, for every (p, q) ∈ bh rr (w) there is a path in G ′ wa between s p and q . wa , to ⊥ if the unique path starting from s loops infinitely, and to q ∈ Q if the target of this path is the vertex q Ó ∈ Q Ó . Let G wa = (V wa , E wa ), where V wa = {in(s) ⊂ Q|s ∈ V ′′ wa , out(s) = ⊥}, and let φ wa be the function mapping each vertex in(s) of V wa to out(s). For every (p, q) ∈ bh rr (wa), since out(p ) = q, in(p ) is a vertex of G wa , and φ wa (in(p )) = out(p ) = q, hence P 1 is satisfied, as in(p ) = s p . Remark 1. Since the construction of G wa only depends on G w and a, for every w ′ ∈ĀProof. In order to move from a k-bounded SST to a 1-bounded SST, the natural idea is to use copies of each variable. However, we cannot maintain k copies of each variable all the time: suppose that X flows into Y and Z, which both occur in the final output. If we have k copies of X, we cannot produce in a 1-bounded way k copies of Y and k copies of Z. We will thus limit, for each variable X, the number of copies of X we maintain. In order to get this information, we will use a look-ahead information on the suffix of the run. The proof relies on the following fact: suppose that we know at each step what is the substitution induced by the suffix of the run. From this substitution, for each variable X we know the value of the integer n such that X will be involved exactly n times in the final output. We can thus copy each variable sufficiently many times and use them to produce this substitution in a copyless fashion.
One can observe that there are finitely many substitutions, this information being held in the transition monoid of the SST. Then we can compute, at each step and for each possible substitution, a copyless update. But as a given element of the monoid may have several successors, the update function flows variables from one element to variables of several elements. As these variables are never recombined, we get the 1-boundedness of the construction.
Let T = (A, B, Q, q 0 , Q f , δ, X , ρ, F ) be an aperiodic k-bounded SST, M T be its transition monoid, and η T : A * → M T be its transition morphism. We construct T ′ = (A, B, Q ′ , q -The variable update function is defined as follows. First given a state q of T and an element m of M T , we defineσ q,m as the projection of the output substitution induced by a run starting on q on a word whose image is m, i.eσ q,u = γ(q, u) • F (δ(q, u)) for η T (u) = m. Note that by definition of the transition monoid of an SST, it is well defined.
Now consider a transition (q, S)
a − → (q ′ , S ′ ), n ∈ S ′ and 0 < i |σ q ′ ,n | X , ρ ′ ((q, S), a, X n i ) is defined similarly to ρ(q, a, X), where all variables are labeled by the element η T (a)n and numbered to ensure the 1-bounded property. Such a numbering is possible thanks to the fact that n indicates which variables are used as well as how many times. This allows us to copy each variables the right amount of times, using different copies at each occurrence. The k-bounded property then ensures that we will never need more than k variables for a possible output.
* is defined as follows. Let (q, S) ∈ Q ′ f . The string F ′ (q, S) is obtained from the string F (q) by substituting each variable X by a variable X n i , where 0 < i |F (q)| X and n = 1 MT .
Proof. We now have to prove that T ′ is aperiodic. We claim that the runs of T ′ are of the form (q, S) u − → (q ′ , S ′ ) where q u − → T q ′ and S ′ = {n ∈ M T | η T (u)n ∈ S}, which holds by construction of T ′ . The update for such a run is then the update of T over the run q u − → T q ′ , where variables are labeled by elements from S and S ′ and numbered accordingly. Then as T is aperiodic, the Q part of the run is also aperiodic by construction. The other part computes sets of runs according to M T , which is also aperiodic. Then T ′ will also be aperiodic as the set S ′ only depends on the image of the word read, and by definition η T (u n ) = η T (u n+1 ) for n large enough.
